Top 10 Teachers from the Movies

1) Yoda from *Star Wars*
   Teaching Strength: *unlocking the hidden potential of students*

2) Dewey Finn from *School of Rock*
   Teaching Strength: *understanding that good teaching goes beyond the required standards*

3) Charles Xavier ("Professor X") from *X-Men*
   Teaching Strength: *helping students be themselves*

4) John Keating from *Dead Poets Society*
   Teaching Strength: *convincing students to “seize the day”*

5) Mr. Miyagi from *The Karate Kid*
   Teaching Strength: *taking advantage of unorthodox teaching methods*

6) Glenn Holland from *Mr. Holland’s Opus*
   Teaching Strength: *working with students every day, even when he has other things on his mind*

7) Splinter from *Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles*
   Teaching Strength: *being patient with easily distracted students*

8) John Kimble from *Kindergarten Cop*
   Teaching Strength: *maintaining a disciplined classroom*

9) Morpheus from *The Matrix*
   Teaching Strength: *helping students believe that they can be part of something bigger*

10) The Sting Ray ("Mr. Ray") from *Finding Nemo*
    Teaching Strength: *encouraging students to go beyond their comfort zone*